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Abstract. It is known that computing all coefficients of the Lagrangian i terpolation polynomial, 
given n nodes and n values, has nonscalar complexity of order n log n. We show that he evaluation 
of a single coefficient or of the value of the interpolation polynomial at some new point already 
has complexity of order n log n. These results are consquences of a more general theorem. 
In this note we study certain computational tasks related to Lagrangian interpolation 
such as computing a single coefficient of the interpolation polynomial or its value 
at some further point. 
To fix the model of computation, let F be a field of characteristic 0 and 
Xo, • •., x,, Yo,- •., Y, indeterminates over F. We consider the Ostrowski complexity 
L(f l , . . .  ,fro) of rational functions f l , . . .  ,fro ~ F(X, y), i.e., the minimum number 
of nonscalar multiplications or divisions sufficient o compute f l , . . .  ,fro in F(x, y) 
from Xo, . . . ,x , ,yo , . . . ,y~ by a straight line program. (In this model, F-linear 
operations are thought o be free of charge; for details, see, e.g., [2].) 
Let us denote by 
ri 
~, aT(x,y)deF(x,y)[t] (1) 
j=O 
the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial defined by the equations 
n 
E aj(x,y)x~=y, (i=O, 1 , . . . ,n ) .  (2) 
j=O 
It is well known [3, 5] that the complexity of computing all coefficients ao, . . . ,  a, 
is of order n log n; more precisely, 
(n + 1) log n <<- L (ao , . . . ,  a , )  <~ 13(n + 1) log(n + 1). (3) 
The complexity bounds of the tasks of 
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- computing one single coefficient aj, 
evaluating the interpolation polynomial at an arbitrary point to ~ F, i.e., computing 
y =o aj(x, y),oJ, 
and likewise corresponding tasks for the derivatives with respect to t are all covered 
by the following general result. 
n 
Theorem. Let Xo,..., An ~ F, not all Ai equal to O, and let ~j=o aj(x, y)t # ~ F(x, y)[t] 
n be the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial defined by ~=oaj(x,y)M=yi 
(i =0, 1, . . . ,  n). Then 
½(n+l) og~--~)<~L Ajaj(x,y) ~<13(n+l)log(n+l). 
As pointed out by Strassen [6], this theorem has (by a transitivity argument) he 
following consequence: Computing arepresentation f the interpolation polynomial 
(or its derivative, etc.) which allows an evaluation in linear time is itself a process 
with complexity of order at least n log n. In this sense, the representation by 
coefficients and the barycentric representation [4] are both optimal. 
Proof  o f  the Theorem.  The upper bound is an immediate consequence of the upper 
n bound in (3) since we get ~j---o Ajaj from the ao,. •., an by F-linear operations only. 
For the proof of the lower bound we assume w.l.o.g, that F is algebraically closed. 
For the sake of clearness let us write 
N 
Ajaj(x, y)= l'rv(x)-~y 
j=O 
where t= (Ao, • . . ,  An) T, y = (Yo,.. •, y,)T, and V(x) = (~)o~j~, isthe Vandermonde 
matrix. Differentiating with respect to Yo,... ,Y, we get rational functions 
bo,... ,  bn e F(x) defined by 
n 
~, b~(x)x~=A, ( i=0 , . . . ,n ) ,  (4) 
j=O 
and by the Baur-Strassen derivation theorem [1] it follows that 
L xjaj b,). (5) 
J 
As the subsequent lemma implies, the degree of the graph of the rational mapping 
F "÷1--, F"+l: (~o,..., ~n)~ (bo(~'),..., b,(~).) 
defined for all ~ with pairwise different components (that is det V(~:) ~ 0), is at least 
(n+l)!.  Thus, by (5) and the Strassen degree bound [5], 
L Ajaj >~  log((n + 1)l) ~>~(n + 1)log 
j= 
proving the theorem. [] 
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Lemma. There exists some bivariate polynomial h ~ F[v, t] such that 
(i) for any 8 ~ F a point ~ ~ F "+~ with pairwise different components i  a solution of  
b j (x )=x j -8  ( j=O, . . . ,n )  (6) 
iff h(8, ~o-8)="  "= h(8, ~n-8)=O,  
(ii) for almost all 8 ~ F the polynomial h( B, t) is separable. 
Proof. (i) Let 8 ¢ F, ~: = (~:o, • • •, st,) ¢ F"+~ with pairwise different components and 
, j := ~-8  ( j=0, . . . ,  n). ~: is a solution of (6) iff Y.~=o (~-  B)~:j= A, ( i=0 , . . . ,  n) 
or, equivalently, 
j=O k=O 2 / " • , 
?l 
This relation between the power sums s, ( , )=Yj=o ~7!j may be rewritten as 
i--1 
s i+l (~)=Xi -  ~ (~)Si-kSk+~(7/) ( i=O, . . . ,n ) ,  
k=O 
and, using the identity 
,--1 
x k=j 
(_1),~(,~)(~__ , -1 ,  (-1) (j), 
this becomes equivalent to 
i--1 
s,(r/)= ~ (-1)'-~-J('~ 1) 8'-~-JAj ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n+ 1). (7) 
j=O 
The power sums are connected with the elementary symmetric functions 
crk(7?0,..., r/,) (k = 0 , . . . ,  n + 1) by the Newton relations (see, e.g., [7, p. 102]) 
cro= 1, 
o~i(n) 1 ,-1 =-  E (--1)/-1-kS,_k(rl)O'k(t/) ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n+l ) .  
1 kffiO 
If we replace here the S,-k(~7)'S by the right-hand side of (7), we get 
Oro= 1, 
i--l(i--~--I 1 ) 
~,(~) E (_l)j ,-k-~ = ( j ) 8 ' -~-k- 'x j  ~( ,7 )  k=O \ jffiO I 
( i=1 , . . . ,  n+l ) ,  
(8) 
equivalent to (7). 
From this recurs,on we get the desired polynomial h of the Lemma: 
We define polynomials c, e F[v] by 
Co(V): = 1, 
ci(v): = y. (_l)y i---1)vi-l-k-j ck(v) ( i= l , . . . ,n+l )  
k=O \ j=O 1 
(9) 
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(in (8) we have replaced 8 e F by an indeterminate v and o'i by ci) and set 
n+l  
h(v, t):= • (-1)ic~(v)t n+l-i. (10) 
i=O 
By construction we have: ~ is a solution of (6) iff try(7/)= c~(8), and this is 
equivalent to 
n+l  n n 
h(t$, t )= E (--1)'°',('r/) t '+ l - '=  1-I ( t -7 / j )=  l-I ( t - (es i -8 ) )  
i=0  j =0  j =0  
proving the first part of the Lemma. 
(ii) To prove the second part, we look at the asymptotic behaviour for v + oo of 
the polynomials c~(v) defined by (9). 
Let r (0 ~< r <~ n) be the smallest index such that A, # 0. Then, in (9), the second 
sum actually ranges over j = r , . . . ,  i - k -  1 only. This immediately ields 
Co(V)= 1, c,(v)=O ( i= l , . . . , r ) .  (11) 
and an easy inductive argument shows that 
Ci(V)=(--1)rl(irl)ArVi--l--r+o(t~ i-2-r) ( i=r+l , . . . ,n+l) ,  (12) 
1 
where O(v k) collects all terms of degree ~<k 
Equations (10), (11), and (12) yield 
"+1 ( '+ '1 '  1 ' l r  ) h(v, t )= t "+1 + E ( -1)  _ (  ~ )/~.r/3 - - 3uO(v  i -2 - r )  t n+l-i. 
i=r+l  l 
This representation of h implies that the discriminant with respect o t of h has 
the form 
/ 1 
Dist(h(v, t)) = (n + 1)"+11(-1) "+l+r 
\ n+l  
n 
__ (n )  vn(n--r) _}.o(vn(n-r)+l). 
Since 0<~ r~ < n, the discriminant is a nontrivial polynomial in v and hence h(8, t) 
is separable for almost all 8 e F. [] 
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